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An accessible, pedestrian-oriented intersection at George Street and Christina Street in downtown Sarnia.

Image Source: Flickr user Brandon Bartoszek
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INTRODUCTION1.0
1.1 Introduction

The MBTW Group has been retained by Vision ‘74 Inc. to 
prepare a Planning Rationale Report, in support of their 
application to amend the City of Sarnia Zoning By-law 
85 of 2002 for their property addressed 229 Wellington 
Street in Sarnia, Ontario. The proposed redevelopment was 
reviewed by City Staff at a Pre-Consultation Meeting held 
on December 11, 2017. This Report has been prepared in 
keeping with planning issues identified by City Staff in the 
meeting.

This Planning Rationale Report describes the subject 
site, reviews relevant planning policies, outlines the 
development proposal and provides a planning rationale 
and recommendations. The comprehensive application 
package for 229 Wellington Street includes this Report, in 
addition to the following documents and drawings:

• Site Plan, prepared by Cornerstone Architecture;
• Servicing Report, prepared by MIG Engineering; and
• Transportation Impact Assessment, prepared by F.R. 

Berry & Associates.

These above-listed documents form the initial material 
submissions required alongside the completed application 
form and necessary fees.
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SITE DESCRIPTION & SURROUNDING LAND USES2.0
2.1 The Subject Lands

The subject lands, addressed 229 Wellington Street, are 
located on the south side of Wellington Street between 
Brock Street and Crawford Street, just east of Downtown 
Sarnia (see Figures 1 and 2). The site has a total area of 
1.79 hectares (4.42 acres), with frontages on three streets 
(Wellington Street, Brock Street and Crawford Street).

The site is currently occupied by four existing buildings, 
ranging in height from one to three storeys. Building uses 
include two nursing home buildings, one rest home and one 
medical clinic. Existing surface parking is located primarily 
on the eastern portion of the site, along Crawford Street. 
Two smaller auxiliary surface parking lots are found on the 
western portion of the site.

Subject Lands

Figure 1: Subject Lands
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SITE DESCRIPTION & SURROUNDING LAND USES 2.0
2.2 Site Context

The subject lands are located in Downtown Sarnia, at the 
southwest corner of the Wellington Street and Crawford Street 
intersection. The surrounding neighbourhood is primarily 
mixed-use with institutional, recreational and residential uses. 
The Sarnia Arena and Community Centre is located directly 
north of the subject lands on Wellington Street, with other 
green spaces, including Avondale Park and Victoria Park 
located within a 5 minute walk of the subject site. A small 
parkette is located adjacent to the proposed building, on the 
Great Lakes Secondary School campus. The southern and 
western interfaces of the subject lands are primarily single 
family residential.

The subject lands are within walking distance of a range of 
services, facilities and amenities in the downtown core including 
Rainbow Park, the Sarnia Community Centre, the Sarnia Library, 
the Judith and Norman Alix Art Gallery, as well as Bayside Mall 
and several pharmacies and medical services.

The subject lands are also in close proximity to important 
transportation nodes. Wellington Street, an arterial road which 
forms the northern edge of the subject lands, represents a 
significant east-west vehicular and transit thoroughfare in 
Sarnia. Various bus routes, including 2, 3 and 4  run along this 
corridor, connecting the site to the wider City.

Figure 2: Lands Within a 5 Minute Walk (400 metres) and 10 Minute Walk (800 metres) of the Subject Lands.
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SITE DESCRIPTION & SURROUNDING LAND USES2.0

Sarnia arena and Community Centre Entrance.1 Subject Site from Wellington Street.2

Open Space Opposite the Site on Crawford Street.3 Residential Interface on Brock Street.4

Subject Site from Crawford Street5 Great Lakes Secondary School, East of the Site.6
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The Judith and Norman Alix Art Gallery

Image Source: The Judith and Norman Alix Foundation
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POLICY FRAMEWORK3.0
3.1 Provincial Policy Statement, 2014

The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) is issued under Section 
3 of the Planning Act and provides policy direction with 
regards to land use planning and development in Ontario. 
Developed as the foundation for regional and municipal 
plans, the Provincial Policy Statement is supportive of strong 
communities, a healthy environment and economic growth.

Section 1.0 of the Provincial Policy Statement outlines 
policies intended to guide the development of strong, 
healthy communities. To promote efficient land use and 
development patterns, Section 1.0 directs community 
development with policies relating to resilient development, 
land use compatibility, housing, public space, infrastructure, 
and economic and environmental sustainability. 

Section 2.0 lists policies that promote the protection of 
Ontario’s natural heritage and ecological systems, as a 
means of ensuring long-term prosperity, social well-being 
and environmental health. 

Section 3.0 focuses on protecting public health and safety 
from natural and human-made hazards to support a high 
quality of life in Ontario communities. 

Section 1.0: Building Strong Communities

The proposed development supports the policies from 
Section 1.0 of the PPS by:

• Contributing to housing diversity and providing 
accommodation for older persons in an ideal location 
with supportive institutional uses (Policy 1.1.1b, 
1.4.3b/c);

• Promoting compact development that minimizes land 
consumption and supports energy conservation (Policy 
1.1.1e);

• Promoting accessibility for older persons by locating 
adjacent to existing medical and nursing home uses 
(Policy 1.1.1f, 1.1.3.2a,1.4.3c);

• Providing access to nearby parks and recreational 
facilities that support the objective of a healthy, active 
community (Policy 1.5.1b);

• Proposing a development that is supportive of transit 
use and active transportation (Policy 1.1.3.2a, 1.4.3d, 
1.6.7.4); and

• Providing growth in the form of intensification and 
optimizing the use of existing services and infrastructure 
with no risks to public health and safety (Policy 1.1.3.3, 
1.1.3.4, 1.6.3a).

Section 2.0: Wise Use & Management of 
Resources

The proposed development supports the policies from 
Section 2.0 of the PPS by locating the proposed building on 
an existing development parcel thus minimizing the impact 
on the Natural Heritage System.

Section 3.0: Protecting Public Health and Safety

The site is appropriate for infill development, as no hazards 
(natural or man-made) have been identified within or in 
proximity of the subject  lands.

Based on our review of the Provincial Policy Statement, it 
is in our professional planning opinion that the proposed 
development is consistent with the above listed policies and 
supports the Province’s goal of building strong communities 
that enhance the quality of life for all Ontarians.

The proposed building effectively contributes to housing 
diversity and housing accessibility in its provision of one 
bedroom and bachelor apartments geared towards seniors. 
The siting of the building allows future tenants to benefit 
from surrounding services, such as the community centre 
and arena, while connecting to local public transit for 
destinations across the City.
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POLICY FRAMEWORK 3.0

Figure 3: The Subject Site within the Sarnia Urban Centre -County of 
Lambton Official Plan Map 1: Growth Strategy, 1998

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
URBAN CENTRE
PETROCHEMICAL INDUSRTIAL LAND

3.2 County of Lambton Official Plan, 
1998

The County of Lambton Official Plan (1998, Draft 2017 
office consolidation pending Provincial approval) establishes 
the Regional policy framework for 20 local municipalities, 
both urbanized and rural, including the City of Sarnia. 

The County of Lambton Official Plan is divided into 9 main 
policy sections, addressing topics ranging from quality 
of life, community development, agriculture, economic 
growth, tourism, infrastructure, natural heritage and mineral 
resources. Applicable sections to the proposed development 
include:

Chapter 2: Quality of Life

The proposed development supports the policies from 
Chapter 2 by:

• Respecting established patterns of development in 
the surrounding neighbourhood by avoiding shadow 
impacts and respectfully siting the proposed building 
along a key corridor (Policy 2.1.1);

• Contributing to diverse housing choice, responsive 
to the affordability, tenure and accessibility needs of 
the aging population of the community (Policy 2.1.3, 
2.3.6, 2.3.4, 2.3.13); and

• Ensuring new affordable housing tailored to the needs of 
seniors is situated in proximity to public transit facilities, 
health facilities and community services (Policy 2.1.2, 
2.3.9, 2.3.16).

Chapter 3: Community Development & Growth

The proposed development is in line with the policies within 
Chapter 3, appropriately locating growth in growth centres 
to protect the natural heritage system by:

• Strategically siting a multi-unit residential building 
within a designated “Urban Centre” which makes use 
of existing City services and provides access to existing 
amenities (Map 1, Policy 3.2.1, 3.2.2);

• Promoting efficient, compact land use, which reinforces  
a pattern of minimum land consumption and 
infrastructure costs, abetting growth pressure in rural 
areas (Policy 3.2.9);

• Fulfilling a community need for housing choice 
geared towards seniors, responsive to population 
demographics (Policy 3.3.2(a)); and

• Linking the proposed development area to the 
surrounding community and adjacent support facilities 
(Policy 3.2.2(i), 3.2.2(k)).

Chapter 7: Infrastructure

The proposed development supports the policies outlined 
in Chapter 7 by:
• Accommodating road widening along the existing 

Wellington Street, in order to promote ongoing 
improvements to the City’s road network (Policy 7.1.1);

• Ensuring the proposed residential building poses no 
significant traffic impact to surrounding roads, through 
the provision of a Traffic Impact Assessment (see Section 
5.2 of this report) (Policy 7.1.9);

• Supporting accessible transit ridership for seniors along 
Wellington Street, by orienting the building siting and 
entrance in proximity to existing transit service stops 
(Policy 7.1.2); and

• Ensuring efficiency and feasibility of the proposed 
development by verifying existing municipal water 
and sewage services have sufficient capacity to 
accommodate the proposed building, through a 
Servicing Study (See Section 5.1 of this report) (Policy 
7.8.1, 7.8.2, 7.8.3).
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POLICY FRAMEWORK3.0
3.3 City of Sarnia Official Plan, June 

2014

The City of Sarnia Official Plan (2014, Office Consolidation 
to July 31, 2016) was developed through an extensive 
public engagement process and provides a broad vision, 
as well as planning principles for Sarnia. The six principles 
for a vibrant city, as identified in Chapter 2 of the Official 
Plan, are:

1. Strengthen the Existing City Structure;

2. Encourage Inclusive and Stable Neighbourhoods;

3. Enhance the Protection of the Environment;

4. Pursue Economic Retention and Diversification;

5. Implement Good Community Design; and

6. Improve Accessibility and Connectivity.

City Structure

Chapter 3 of the Official Plan outlines the elements which 
form the city structure. As indicated on Map 1 – City Structure 
Plan, the subject site is located within the City of Sarnia’s 
urban area, within lands designated as stable residential 
area and corridors. The proposed building is located in its 
entirety within the corridor designation. 

Corridors are “lower-order growth areas intended to develop 
as mixed use and commercial areas with viable main 
streets to serve the daily needs of surrounding residential 
communities” (p.13). The corridor designation represents 
approximately half of the subject site, stretching roughly 
100m to the south from Wellington Street. 

Relevant policies in Chapter 3 relating to the corridors 
designation of the subject site include:

3. Growth Areas 

The urban area consists of concentrated areas, corridors 
and hubs of varying function and intensity that play 
distinct and interrelated roles in the larger city. Growth 
areas are lands within the urban area identified on Map 
1 that are to be the focus of development, redevelopment 
and intensification. These include the downtown, centres, 
corridors, commercial hubs and employment areas. 
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Figure 4: The Subject Site and proposed building footprint within the Sarnia Official Plan City Structure Plan.
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POLICY FRAMEWORK 3.0

The majority of growth within the urban area is directed 
to growth areas to: 

b) focus intensification in existing mixed use and 
commercial centres and corridors to ensure that 
infrastructure, transportation and public services are 
used efficiently; 

d) concentrate jobs and people in areas well served by 
transit and transportation to provide opportunities for 
residents to live close to their work and to encourage 
walking and cycling; 

e) protect stable residential areas and open space and 
conserve natural resources, including agricultural land 
and environmentally sensitive areas; 

f) offer opportunities for people at all income levels to be 
affordably housed; 

g) facilitate social interaction, public safety and cultural 
and economic activity; and 

h) improve air quality and energy efficiency.

The proposed development conforms to the vision outlined 
in the Sarnia Official Plan City Structure Plan in that it 
introduces a new multi-storey housing typology along a key 
City arterial road, designated as a corridor. This building 
massing and residential density bolsters a sense of enclosure 
and a strong, active street wall along Wellington Street, 
aiding in the creation of a “main street” character. This 
residential intensification will encourage transit ridership 
along the existing Wellington Street Routes 1, 3 and 4, 
along with nearby Route 2, reducing trips made by car. 
Local resources, such as medical offices,  parks, community 
services and retail are all accessible and encourage 
economic activity and social interaction. 

The building design will also contribute to energy efficiency. 
Low flow plumbing fixtures, enhanced building envelope, 
energy-efficient HVAC and Energy Star appliances will 
be utilized to enhace the sustainability of the proposed 
development.

Land Use

Chapter 4 of the Official Plan provides land use policies, 
which are regulated by the City’s Zoning By-law, to ensure 
an appropriate and compatible mix of densities and uses 
across the different contextual areas of Sarnia. The subject 
site is designated as apartment residential in Map 7 – Land 
Use Plan of the Official Plan. These lands differ from low-
rise neighbourhood as a “greater scale of buildings is 
permitted and different scale-related criteria are needed to 
guide development” (p.51). 

As noted above, the lands are designated corridors in 
Map 1 and apartment residential in Map 7. Section 4.6.1 
stipulates that “where a portion of a downtown, centre, 
corridor or commercial hub on Map 1 is designated urban 
residential, suburban residential, apartment residential, 
private residential, recreational residential, institutional, 
parks or open space on Map 7, the land use designation 
policies prevail to ensure that any new development 
reinforces the general physical character of established or 
planned neighbourhoods, and that parks and open spaces 
are protected and enhanced” (p.62).
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POLICY FRAMEWORK3.0

The apartment residential designation permits all uses 
permitted within the urban residential designation, which 
are provided in section 4.4.2 of the Sarnia Official Plan 
and include low-density housing types, such as single and 
semi-detached dwellings, group homes, duplexes, triplexes 
and townhouses, including building conversions to such 
uses. “Other land uses” in the urban residential designation 
include: parks, minor institutions, home occupations, bed 
and breakfasts, cultural and recreational facilities, and 
small-scale retail, service and office uses.

Relevant land use policies for apartment residential (Section 
4.4.4) include:

1. Permitted Uses 

Apartment residential designations permit apartment 
buildings and all other land uses permitted in the urban 
residential designation. Also permitted are parks, minor 
institutions, cultural and recreational facilities, and limited 
small-scale retail, service and office uses that serve the 
daily needs of neighbourhood residents.

2. Development Criteria 

Development in apartment residential shall contribute to 
efficient development patterns that respect neighbourhood 
character and support quality of life. Proponents of such 
development shall: 

a) ensure that development will not place a burden 
on the existing road system, or exceed the available 
capacity of water, storm, and sanitary treatment and 
distribution system services; 

b) locate the development near major open space, 
commercial areas, and public transit routes; 

c) locate and mass new buildings to frame the edge of 
streets and parks with good proportion and maintain 
sunlight and comfortable wind conditions for pedestrians 
using adjacent streets, parks and open spaces; 

d) locate and mass new buildings to provide a transition 
between areas of different development intensity and 
scale by providing setbacks from, and/or stepping 
down heights toward, lower-scale urban residential 
designations; 
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An accessible drop-off location will be situated adjacent to 
the main entrance on Wellington Street, and will be accessible 
via the main driveway to the existing rest home, east of 
the proposed building. Off-street motor vehicle parking is 
provided on site, with accessible parking spaces available 
to accommodate the site’s users, while bike parking will 
be located indoors. A reduction in parking requirements is 
proposed through the zoning by-law amendment described 
in more detail in Section 6.5.

Community Development

Chapter 5 of the Official Plan outlines the importance of 
meaningful community development in Sarnia. The goal 
of the Official Plan policies is to foster “strong, vibrant 
communities where citizens are valued, resources are 
managed responsibly and prosperity is broadly shared.” 
The proposed development is consistent with the City’s 
Official Plan policies, thereby assisting the City in achieving 
“sustainable outcomes that:

d) achieve functional, aesthetic and accessible buildings 
and community design; 

e) maintain and enhance the vitality and viability of 
downtown, centres and corridors; 

f) promote active living and good citizen physical and 
mental health; 

h) ensure a range of housing options that are responsive 
to community needs.”

Section 5.2 highlights the significance of good community 
design, as it:

“adds value to a community – socially, culturally, 
environmentally and economically – resulting in greater 
community distinctiveness and identity. Spaces and buildings 
that help create visually attractive streets, neighbourhoods 
and landscapes make a city attractive to residents, visitors 
and businesses. Good design also improves accessibility, 
safety and can contribute to crime prevention.”

e) locate and mass new buildings to adequately limit 
shadow impacts on properties in adjacent lower-scale 
urban residential designations, particularly during the 
spring and summer equinoxes; 

f) include sufficient off-street motor vehicle and bicycle 
parking for residents and visitors; 

g) locate and screen rooftop mechanical areas, service 
areas, ramps and garbage storage to minimize the 
impact on adjacent streets and residences;

h) provide indoor and outdoor amenity space for 
building residents in every significant multi-use 
residential development; 

i) limit the height of the building to a level at which the 
City can provide adequate fire protection. 

j) provide ground floor uses that enhance the safety, 
amenity and animation of adjacent streets and open 
spaces; and 

k) conform to the principles of universal design in the 
development, and where possible, include units that are 
accessible or adaptable for persons with disabilities.

The proposed development conforms to the land use 
policies for the apartment residential designation in that 
it introduces a multi-unit one bedroom and bachelor 
unit residential building along an existing arterial road, 
Wellington Street, effectively  siting the building away from 
lower-scale urban residential designations. The proposed 
building frames the street edge and adjacent parkette while 
avoiding shadow or overlook impacts on the adjacent lower-
scale urban residential designations. The main entrance 
facing Wellington Street will be framed by landscaping and 
seating. An indoor common area fronting Wellington Street 
and 12 bachelor units are located on the ground floor, 
supporting active building faces along Wellington Street 
and Crawford Street. Residents of the proposed building will 
also have access to the indoor and outdoor amenities of the 
existing rest home and nursing home on the site. 
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“2. Massing, Scale and Design 

New buildings shall be massed and exterior façades 
designed to fit harmoniously into the existing or planned 
context. The impact on neighbouring streets, parks, open 
spaces, and properties shall be limited in the following 
ways: 

a) new buildings shall be massed to frame adjacent 
streets and open spaces in a way that respects the 
existing and/or planned street proportion; 

b) new buildings shall allow for appropriate transitions 
in scale to neighbouring existing or planned buildings; 

c) adequate light and privacy shall be provided for 
users of the building and for users of adjacent buildings 
and spaces; and 

d) shadowing of and uncomfortable wind conditions 
on neighbouring streets, properties, parks and open 
spaces caused by the buildings shall be minimized.”

“3. Parking and Servicing 

Vehicle parking, vehicular access, service areas and 
utilities shall be located and organized to minimize their 
impact on the property and on surrounding properties to 
improve the safety and attractiveness of adjacent streets, 
parks and open spaces by: 

a) using shared service areas where possible, including 
public and private lanes, driveways and service courts 
to minimize points of conflict; 

b) consolidating and minimizing the width of driveways 
and curb cuts across the public sidewalk; 

c) screening surface parking lots from adjacent streets;

d) integrating service and utility functions within 
buildings where possible; 

e) providing underground parking where possible; and

f) limiting surface parking between the front face of the 
building and public street or sidewalk.”

The City recognizes the importance of community design to 
the quality of its environment. The proposed development 
includes high-quality architecture, landscaping and 
construction that enhances the quality of the environment, 
including: 

“b) compact urban form in the interests of the efficient 
use of land and services; 

c) integration of compatible land uses; 

d) linkages and connectivity (pedestrian, cycling, 
vehicular and transit); 

e) longevity of public and private services and facilities; 

f) safety and accessibility; 

g) consistency in building setbacks and other features, 
where appropriate; and

h) aesthetics.”

Section 5.2.1 provides guidelines for new development. 
Relevant policies include:

“1. Location and Organization 

New development shall be located and organized to fit 
the existing or planned character of the neighbourhood 
or district and shall frame and support adjacent streets, 
parks and open spaces. New buildings shall contribute to 
a pedestrian-friendly public realm in the following ways: 

a) buildings shall be located parallel to the street or 
along the edge of a park or open space with a consistent 
front yard setback. On a corner site, the development 
should be located along both adjacent street frontages; 

b) main building entrances shall be located so that 
they are clearly visible and directly accessible from the 
public sidewalk; 

c) ground floor uses shall have views into, and where 
possible, access to, adjacent streets, parks and open 
spaces; 

d) existing mature trees shall be preserved wherever 
possible and incorporated into landscape designs; and 

e) use Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design (CPTED) principles to enhance the safety of the 
community.”
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“4. Amenity Space 

Every significant new multi-residential development 
will provide indoor and outdoor amenity space for 
residents of the new development. Each resident of 
such development will have access to outdoor amenity 
spaces such as balconies, terraces, courtyards, rooftop 
gardens and other types of outdoor spaces.”

Relevant public realm policies include:

“1. Public Realm Improvement 

New development and redevelopment shall enhance the 
appearance and function of adjacent streets and open 
spaces by providing: 

a) improvements to adjacent boulevards and sidewalks 
that include such sustainable design elements as trees, 
shrubs, hedges, plantings or other ground cover, 
permeable paving materials, street furniture, curb 
ramps, waste and recycling containers, lighting, and 
bicycle parking facilities; 

b) coordinated landscape improvements in setbacks 
to create attractive transitions from private to public 
realms; 

c) weather protection such as canopies and awnings; 

d) landscaped open space within the development site; 

e) landscaped edges of surface parking lots along 
streets, parks and open spaces to define the street edge 
and visually screen parked automobiles; and

f) safe pedestrian routes and tree plantings within 
parking lots.”

The proposed development contributes to the Community 
Development goals and policies listed in the Sarnia Official 
Plan by establishing a well-designed and thoughtfully 
sited seniors residential building offering diverse housing 
typologies along a key community corridor. The proposed 
building strengthens the existing streetscape appeal of 
Wellington Street by siting parking behind the building and 
providing massing to anchor the intersection of Wellington 
Street and Crawford Street, a prominent corner adjacent 
to the the Sarnia Arena and Community Centre. Units and 
shared indoor amenity spaces will overlook Wellington 
and Crawford Streets, and will animate the ground floor 
interface with surrounding streets. 

A dedicated drop-off location with landscaping and benches 
will enhance the public realm. Further enhancements to 
landscaping surrounding the building will be made. Existing 
mature trees along Wellington and Crawford Streets are 
preserved and new trees will be planted along the Crawford 
Street frontage to ensure a green, comfortable pedestrian 
realm. A pedestrian route in the parking lot area is provided 
at the western edge of the parking area south of the 
proposed building, adjacent to the existing medical clinic. 

Active living among the proposed development’s residents 
will be facilitated through direct access to transit, access to 
surrounding community resources, as well as the medical 
and social resources available in neighbouring buildings 
on the site. Residents of the proposed building will be 
encouraged to access the amenity spaces of the existing 
buildings on the site, including the outdoor amenity space 
located along the east side of the existing rest home. Bicycle 
parking will also be provided within the proposed building.
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3.4 Zoning By-law 85 of 2002

The subject lands are zoned Urban Residential 5, and are 
located within area specific zone 21 (UR5-21) in the City of 
Sarnia Zoning By-law 85 of 2002. Zone UR5-21 permits 
a range of uses, including the existing nursing home, rest 
home and medical clinic currently on the subject lands. 

Additional regulations for the UR5-21 Zone include:

• A  maximum height of three storeys;

• A maximum lot coverage of 35%;

• A minimum side yard setback of 6m;

• A minimum front yard setback of 9m; and 

• A minimum 30% landscaped open space.

According to General Regulations in Zoning By-Law 85 
of 2002, the number of required parking spaces for the 
existing and proposed uses on the site is 136 spaces:

• 40 spaces dedicated to the existing 146 nursing home 
beds (at a rate of 1 space per 4 beds for the first 110 
beds, and 1 space per 3 beds for the following 36 
beds);

• 12 spaces dedicated to the existing 34 rest home beds 
(at a rate of 1 space per 3 beds);

• 29 spaces dedicated to the existing medical clinic (at a 
rate of 1 space for every 15m2);

• 32 spaces dedicated to the proposed 21 one bedroom 
housing units (at a rate of 1.5 spaces for every unit); 
and

• 23 spaces dedicated to the proposed 15 bachelor units 
(at a rate of 1.5 spaces for every unit).

Figure 6: The Subject Site and Proposed Building Footprint within the UR5-
21 Zone

Subject Lands

Source: City of Sarnia By-law 85 of 2002, Map 57

Area of Proposed Development
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In our professional planning opinion, the proposed 
development is consistent  with the intent of the permitted 
uses in the UR5-21 zone, and the introduction of an 
apartment dwelling use supports the objectives and policies 
of the Sarnia Official Plan (discussed in more detail in 
Section 3.2).

The following zoning amendments are required for the 
proposed development at 229 Wellington Street:

• An increase in maximum height from three to four 
storeys;

• The addition of “Apartment Dwellings” as a permitted 
use;

• A reduction in the minimum side yard setback; and 
• A reduction in the required number of parking spaces.

This proposed amendments and planning rationale in 
support of the development application are described in 
more detain in Section 6.5.
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DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 4.0
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The historic Lawrence House
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4.1 Conceptual Site Plan

The development proposal introduces a four-storey building 
at 229 Wellington Street (shown in orange on the proposed 
Site Plan on Page 21), adjacent to existing one, two and 
three-storey buildings. The new building will have an area 
of 614.30m2 and will be located at the intersection of 
Wellington Street and Crawford Street, east of Sarnia’s 
downtown core.

The proposed development will provide affordable units 
in the form of 21 one bedroom apartment units and 15 
bachelor apartment units geared towards the aging 
population and complementing the existing medical and 
nursing home uses of the site. The building’s main entrance 
will be oriented towards Wellington Street, with secondary 
entrances accessible from the existing parking lot at the rear 
of the building. 

The proposed development will utilize the existing surface 
parking on the site, for a total of 113 parking spaces 
provided for all uses on the site. Seven of these spaces are 
proposed to be accessible parking spaces, with 4 Type A 
and 3 Type B spaces provided (Type B spaces are located 
directly adjacent to the proposed building). A more detailed 
review of the parking requirements is provided in Section 
4.2
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Figure 7: Conceptual Site Plan of the Proposed Development (Prepared by Cornerstone Architecture)
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4.2 Zoning By-law Amendment Request Analysis

The proposed Zoning By-law Amendment requested through 
this development application would permit a four-storey 
building with 36 residential units (21 one bedroom apartment 
units and 15 bachelor apartment housing units), located at 
229 Wellington Street just east of downtown Sarnia. The 
Amendment would allow for an increase in height, from three 
to four storeys, and would reduce the parking requirement 
of 136 spaces, to allow for the proposed 113 spaces; a 

deficiency of 23 spaces. A side-yard depth variance will be 
required to allow for a 4.5m setback, a deficiency of 1.5m, 
according to the  site specific provisions of the current By-law. 

Table 1 provides a comparative analysis of the relevant 
zoning by-law provisions for the ‘UR5-21’ Zone to the 
proposed development on the subject lands.

Provision UR5-21 / Site Specific 
Provision

Proposed Conformity Requested 
Amendment

Permitted Uses Accessory uses and 
buildings, homes for the 
aged or rest home, long 
term care facilities funded 
by the Ministry of Health, 
Home for the medically 
fragile, nursing homes, 
a medical centre/clinic 
which shall not include a 
pharmacy 

One bedroom apartment 
units

Bachelor apartment units 

No

 
No

Site specific zoning 
amendment for the addition 
of apartment dwellings as a 
permitted use

Lot Frontage (m) 
Minimum

As existed on the date of 
passage of this By-law

No change to existing 
condition

N/A N/A

Front Yard Depths (m) 
Minimum

9.0m 9.0m Yes N/A

Rear Yard Depths (m)
Minimum

10m from the southern 
boundary

No change to existing 
condition

N/A N/A

Landscaped Open Space 
(%) Minimum

30% 38% Yes N/A

Lot Coverage (%) 
Maximum

35% 34.59% Yes N/A

Height Maximum 3 storeys 4 storeys No Site specific zoning 
amendment to allow for 
increased height of 4 storeys 

Side Yard Width (m) 
Minimum

6.0m from Crawford Street 
and Brock Street South, 
2.4m from a residential use

4.5m from Crawford Street. 
Not directly adjacent to a 
residential use.

No Site specific zoning 
amendment to allow for 
decreased side yard setback 
of 4.5m

Parking Area Location 
(m) Minimum

6m from streetline, 3m 
from residential use

No change proposed to 
existing parking area location

N/A N/A

Table 1: Zoning By-law Comparison Chart
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SUPPORTING STUDIES 5.0
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5.1 Servicing Report

A Functional Site Servicing Report was prepared by MIG 
Engineering for the proposed four-storey building at the 
corner of Wellington Street and Crawford Street. The report 
outlines the sanitary servicing, storm servicing and water 
servicing infrastructure required to support the proposed 
development. The report concludes that the proposed 
development can be supported by existing City of Sarnia 
infrastructure, in accordance with the City’s design standards 
and consistent with the City’s future plans to reconstruct 
Crawford Street at the intersection of Crawford Street and 
Wellington Street.

5.2 Traffic Impact Assessment

A Traffic Impact Assessment was prepared by F. R. Berry & 
Associates for the proposed 36-unit housing development 
located at 229 Wellington Street, within an existing nursing 
home development at the corner of Wellington Street and 
Crawford Street. The Assessment report focuses on the 
surrounding road network, signalization and surrounding 
traffic generators, such as the neighbouring Great Lakes 
Secondary School. The traffic calculations contained within 
the report account for key differences between conventional 
units and the units proposed, which are affordable and 
geared towards seniors and as such will contribute a lower 
rate of trip generation during peak hours and a lower car 
ownership rate. The Assessment concludes that the trips 
generated by the introduction of 36 new housing units will 
have no significant impact on traffic operation on adjacent 
streets. 
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VIA Rail Station, Sarnia. 
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6.1 The Planning Act, R.S.O 1990, c. 
p 13

The proposed development is consistent with several 
objectives included within the Planning Act, in that it 
proposes the creation of accessible affordable housing units 
geared towards seniors within a location well-connected to 
existing health resources, services and public transportation. 
These matters of Provincial interest, as stated in the Planning 
Act are as follows:

“(h) the orderly development of safe and healthy 
communities;

(h.1) the accessibility for persons with disabilities to all 
facilities, services and matters to which this Act applies;

(i) the adequate provision and distribution of 
educational, health, social, cultural and recreational 
facilities; 

(j) the adequate provision of a full range of housing, 
including affordable housing;” and

“(q) the promotion of development that is designed 
to be sustainable, to support public transit and to be 
oriented to pedestrians.”

In seeking a Zoning By-law amendment complementary 
to the existing residential and institutional uses on the site, 
the proposed development conforms to the aims of the 
Planning Act to ensure coordinated development, while 
providing accessible and affordable housing for seniors. 
The density of the proposed development lends to compact 
development which minimizes land consumption and 
promotes efficient land use and existing services. The mid-
rise seniors-oriented residential development within proximity 
to Sarnia’s downtown core, features direct access to public 
transit, pedestrian infrastructure, community resources and 
surrounding residential areas, promoting alternative modes 
of transportation for its residents, employees and visitors. 

6.2 Homes for the Aged and Rest 
Homes Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.H.13

The applicant’s proposed development reflects the aims of 
the Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act, as it provides 
quality affordable rental units geared towards seniors. The 
applicant, Vision ‘74 Inc., a licensed service provider of the 
Erie St. Clair Local Health Integration Network of Ontario, 
is responsible for maintaining the central tenets of the Act, 
including operating the seniors housing to ensure that the 
needs of residents are met, and that residents are able to 
contribute to the psychological, social and cultural needs 
of others. 

“The fundamental principle to be applied in the 
interpretation of this Act, the regulations and a 
service agreement relating to a home is that a home 
is primarily the home of its residents and, as such, 
it is to be operated in such a way that the physical, 
psychological, social, cultural and spiritual needs of 
each of its residents are adequately met and that its 
residents are given the opportunity to contribute, 
in accordance with their ability, to the physical, 
psychological, social, cultural and spiritual needs of 
others. 1993, c. 2, s. 14.”

Between 2006 and 2016 Sarnia’s population aged 65 and 
over grew by 2,780  persons (21.7% growth rate), while 
the population aged 64 and under experienced an overall 
decline during this period (Statistics Canada, 2016). The 
proposed development directly addresses the underlying 
need for more seniors housing by providing 36 new units of 
varying sizes and levels of amenities in proximity to service 
the particular physical, psychological and social needs of 
perspective tenants.  The building’s location, within walkable 
distance to amenities, health services and within a transit 
corridor,  helps residents age in place, while maintaining 
independence and valuable social networks within the 
community. Neighbouring institutional uses, such as the 
Sarnia Arena, Community Centre and the Vision Nursing 
and Rest Home as well as surrounding medical services 
translate to opportunities for community engagement and 
participation.
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6.3 Provincial Policy Statement, 2014

The proposed development is complementary to the goals 
of the Province, as outlined in the Provincial Policy Statement 
of 2014. The proposed four-storey residential building 
represents an efficient use of land, as it responsibly intensifies 
the density of housing on the site by making use of an existing 
surface parking lot. The 21 one bedroom units and the 15 
bachelor units effectively diversify housing typologies and 
provide affordable housing options located in proximity to 
the needs of Sarnia’s aging population. 

The proposed building is within a ten minute walk to 
Sarnia’s downtown core, where services, retail, cultural and 
institutional uses are accessible by transit or by walking. The 
strategic siting of these residential units minimizes the need 
for trips made by automobile. Additionally, the siting of the 
proposed 36-unit residential building effectively maximizes 
the opportunity for access to the existing shared services 
on the site, including the surrounding public transportation 
services. 

6.4 County of Lambton Official Plan 
(1998)

The proposed development is located in an ideal location 
that supports the County of Lambton Official Plan policies 
to guide responsible growth in urban centres with existing 
infrastructure and access to services and transit. The 
proposed development is also complementary to the goals 
of the County in that it provides a range of housing tenures, 
typologies, affordability ranges and sizes to meet the need of 
the County’s aging population, and representing a tangible 
quality of life improvement. 

The proposed building is transit accessible, located adjacent 
to community facilities, such as the Sarnia Community 
Centre, several medical offices, open space and the 
downtown commercial core. The responsible intensification 
of this existing residential area maintains the character of 
the surrounding streets, minimizes shadow impacts, while 
providing a built form and complementary landscaping to 
contribute to a quality streetscape. The proposed residential 
building ensures existing infrastructure, such as roads, water 
mains and sewer mains are efficiently utilized within their 
functional capacities.
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6.5 City of Sarnia Official Plan, June 
2014

The proposed development supports the Sarnia Official  Plan 
policies to guide responsible growth in lower order growth 
areas, such the corridor along Wellington Street, where the 
proposed building is located. The proposed development 
also conforms to the prevailing criteria related to the 
apartment residential designation, which seeks to ensure 
new development reinforces the general physical character 
of Sarnia’s neighbourhoods, while contributing to efficient 
development patterns and supporting quality of life.

In line with the criteria outlined for the apartment residential 
designation, the proposed four-storey residential building is 
respectfully sited and oriented with sufficient distance from 
single family homes along Brock Street and Crawford Street 
to mitigate impacts of shadows on yards and homes. The 
massing of the building anchors the intersection, while 
remaining complementary to the existing three-storey nursing 
home on the site. 

The proposed development also represents an efficient 
development pattern, which connects residents to transit and 
community amenities. A positive building interface with the 
existing green space on the southeast corner of the Wellington 
Street and Crawford Street intersection is established through 
architectural massing, ample fenestration and a green 
vegetative buffer along the building’s side yard, including 
new tree plantings The proposed building orientation and 
entrance frames the corner of Wellington Street and Crawford 
Street with increased residential densities, fostering a strong, 
animated streetscape along the Wellington Street corridor, 
and efficiently facilitating transit access to downtown as well 
as walkability to the adjacent community amenities. 

6.6 Zoning By-law 85 of 2002 
Amendment Request

The applicant is seeking the following site-specific zoning 
amendments:

•  An increase in height from three to four storeys;
•  A decrease in the required minimum side yard setback 

from 6m to 4.5m; 
• The addition of “Apartment Dwelling” as a permitted 

use; and
• A relief from the required 136 parking spaces, to allow 

for 113 spaces.

1. Height

The proposed building directly fronts onto the Wellington 
Street arterial, an identified corridor in the City’s Urban 
Structure map (Map 1). Corridors are noted as urban 
growth areas in Section 3.3 of the Sarnia Official Plan, and 
encourage intensification opportunities to ensure efficient use 
of infrastructure and public transportation (3.3.c). 

The proposed increase in allowable height will provide for 
more affordable one bedroom and bachelor housing units 
for seniors, at a location ideal for intensification and with 
minimal impacts. These units are dedicated to the varying 
needs of seniors with different levels of care, as they are 
campused with existing uses on the Vision ’74 Inc. site to 
provide the greatest degree of access to services, existing 
transit routes, and social and community resources. As the 
proposed building has no direct interface with stable low 
density residential uses and is separated by public streets on 
both the north and east sides, impacts caused by shadows or 
overlook are mitigated.
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Community services and amenities that are located directly 
adjacent to the proposed building include:

• The existing nursing home and rest home uses on the 
Vision ’74 Inc. site;

• Existing transit infrastructure with access to multiple bus 
routes, including routes 1, 2, 3 and 4;

• The Sarnia Arena and Community Centre (designated 
as a highway commercial use), located on the north 
side of Wellington Street opposite the proposed four- 
storey building. A surface parking area characterizes 
the interface on the north side of the street;

• The parkette (associated with the Great Lakes Secondary 
School), located on the east side of Crawford Street, 
opposite the proposed development; and

• Medical clinics, including dental and optometry, within 
walking distance.

2. Side Yard Setback

The proposed reduced side yard setback at the Crawford 
Street edge (from 6m to 4.5m) is reflective of the significance 
of the proposed building location at the southwestern 
corner of the intersection of Wellington Street and Crawford 
Street. The reduction in side yard setback, combined with 
the slight increase in height, will anchor the building at 
this location, providing enclosure and a more defined 
street edge on Crawford Street, thereby contributing to the 
overall quality of the public realm. The proposed building 
siting and landscaping along the side yard of the building 
will complement the adjacent open space and enhance 
pedestrian comfort. 

The current regulation for a minimum side yard setback of 
6m reflects historic residential uses at this location, no longer 
characteristics of the proposed building’s surroundings. The 
proposed site plan, with the reduced side yard setback, is 
in line with the intent of the Zoning By-law and the Sarnia 
Official Plan as it defines and strengthens the street edge, 
enhancing public realm conditions on Crawford Street. 

4. Permitted Use

The proposed four-storey residential building includes a 
mix of units tailored to meet the needs of a diverse aging 
population. Twenty-one of the 36 proposed units are one 
bedroom housing units and the remaining 15 bachelor units 
geared towards seniors, both requiring an amendment. The 
proposed “Apartment Dwelling” units are ancillary to the 
predominant uses on the site and diversify housing options, 
which will allow seniors to age in place with services available 
to provide for varying levels of care. The proposed amendment 
to allow “Apartment Dwelling” as a permissible use within 
the UR5-21 Zone at 229 Wellington Street is compatible 
with the existing seniors-oriented housing on the site and the 
surrounding mix of uses, and is therefore consistent with the 
intent of the Sarnia Official Plan and By-law.

5. Parking

The applicant is seeking a site-specific zoning amendment 
to allow for a reduction in parking requirements. The current 
development proposal includes 113 parking spaces, a 
deficiency of 23 spaces required for the proposed and existing 
residential and medical clinic uses on the site (136 required). 
This reduction in parking is supported by the following:

• The location of the proposed development along the 
Wellington Street corridor with access to multiple bus 
lines (routes 1, 2, 3 and 4);

• The proximity to supportive services and uses, including 
institutional, recreational and medical uses, that reduce 
reliance on the automobile; and

• The nature of the proposed and existing uses, with 
expectations that fewer parking spaces will be required 
than the current minimum parking space requirements 
stipulated in Section 3 of the zoning by-law. The parking 
requirement of 1.5 spaces per unit for one bedroom units 
is consistent with requirements for a standard dwelling 
unit (ex. a typical residential apartment building), and 
does not reflect the demographic, lifestyle or ability of 
the site’s users.
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The proposed amendment to parking requirements on the 
site comes as the City of Sarnia undertakes a review of its 
current parking policies. It is expected that new policies will 
favour a transit priority strategy that will reduce the number of 
required surface parking spaces to promote transit ridership 
and walkable streetscapes. This City-led initiative recognizes 
the need for sustainable, transit-supportive development 
patterns that encourage active transportation.

Table 2 summarizes the proposed amendments to the 
parking requirements. 

Table 2: Parking Requirements and Proposed Amendment

Existing / Proposed 

Use

ZBL 85 of 2002 Proposed / Anticipated Change

Parking Rate No. of Spaces Parking Rate No. of Spaces

146 Existing Nursing 
Home Beds

First 110 beds: 1 
space per 4 beds 

Remaining 36 beds: 1 
space per 3 beds

28 + 12 = 40 No proposed change. 40

34 Existing Rest Home 
Beds

1 space per 3 beds 12 No proposed change. 12

Existing Clinic 

(432.5 m2) 

Clinic: 

1 space per 15m2

29 No proposed change. 29

21 New One Bedroom 
Units

1.5 space per unit 32 0.75 space per unit 16

15 New Bachelor 
Units

1.5 space per unit 23 1 space per unit 15

TOTAL 136 TOTAL 112

TOTAL PROVIDED 113

In sum, this development proposal supports the City’s goal 
of improving accessibility and connectivity to resources and 
opportunities regardless of age. Moreover, the proposed 
site plan enhances the existing physical character of the 
neighbourhood, by transforming an existing surface parking 
lot into an attractive residential building, respectfully sited 
and designed to minimize impacts on surrounding uses 
while maximizing benefits to tenants.

In addition to supporting Sarnia Official Plan policies relating 
to access to resources and preservation of neighbourhood 
character, the development responds to the Provincial Policy 
Statement by “promoting densities for new housing which 
efficiently use land, resources, infrastructure and public 
service facilities,” and “permitting and facilitating: 1. all 
forms of housing required to meet the social, health and 
wellbeing requirements of current and future residents, 
including special needs and requirements.”
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Based on the comprehensive planning and zoning review 
outlined in this Planning Rationale Report, the development 
application has demonstrated:

• Consistency with the Planning Act;
• Consistency with the Provincial Policy Statement;
• Conformity to the City of Sarnia Official Plan; and
• Consistency with the intent of Zoning By-law 85 of 

2002.

It is our professional planning opinion that the proposed 
development represents good planning and results in benefits 
to the general public, particularly the aging population, 
through the provision of accessible and affordable housing, 
and transit and pedestrian supportive development located 
within an existing hub for seniors services and community 
resources.

The proposed development of the four-storey residential 
building provides a use that is compatible with surrounding 
uses. The development is sensitively sited to preserve 
the character of the existing residential areas, while also 
efficiently maximizing accessibility to community amenities 
and transit service through the provision of affordable units 
geared towards the community’s aging population. The 
proposed development embodies principles outlined in 
relevant planning documents for the specific context.

7.1 Conclusion 7.2 Recommendations

It is our professional planning opinion and recommendation 
that:

• This Planning Rationale Report, together with all 
accompanying studies, reports, drawings and plans, be 
deemed a “Complete Application”; and

• The proposed site-specific zoning amendments be 
supported and approved.
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